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THE TYRANNY OF THE AM BAND:
HOW DUAL AM/FM LICENSEES CAN ADJUST TO THE 1990’S
by David Giovannoni
Tyranny, like Hell, is not easily conquered.
—Thomas Paine

The AM radio band is dying, and it’s taking
public radio’s 40 AM stations with it. There
isn’t much we can do about it. However, AM/
FM licensees must be careful to shield their
FM services from AM’s inevitable demise.
Forty years ago, AM was radio. Until 1978,
AM claimed more than half of all hours spent
with radio. Today, AM accounts for less than
a quarter of all radio listening—most of which
is to a handful of powerful stations in major
markets. AM is passing away with the generations who grew up with it. Indeed, for those
who grew up with FM, AM doesn’t exist; FM
is radio.
These bleak facts hold especially true for public radio’s AM stations. AM Radio Listening, a
study to be released later this month by the Station Resource Group, finds that listening to the
AM side of public radio’s dual licensees has
declined 30 percent in the last four years. Part
of this decline is attributable to the exodus from
the band itself; listening to AM radio declined
14 percent in the same period. But public radio’s
dual licensee AMs are clearly suffering the effects of inappropriate programming.
Public radio’s dual licensees generally put their
news and other “talk” programming on their
AMs, and their “music” programming on their
FMs; in many cases the national news programs
that define public radio in the minds of many
listeners are available only on the AM. This

was a good idea ten or fifteen years ago when
AM claimed half of all radio listening. But today it’s not a good idea at all. In fact, relegating
public radio’s national news services to the AM
band essentially takes them off the air for many
if not most of their potential listeners.
We first started seeing this in focus groups a
number of years ago, when people volunteered
their views that Morning Edition and All Things
Considered were “not on” in Minneapolis-St.
Paul and other dual licensee markets, even
though the programs were in fact being broadcast on the AM stations.
AM is an ill-suited distribution medium for
public radio’s national news because it filters
out younger listeners who seek out this programming. The median age of listeners to the
AM band is 57 years old—a full generation
older than FM’s 33-year median age, and more
than half a generation older than Morning
Edition’s and All Things Considered’s median
age of 40 or so. AM essentially does not exist
for persons under 25 years-of-age; they spend
only one hour tuned to the band out of twenty
tuned to radio. Indeed, only 12 percent of all
radio listening by persons aged 25 to 34 is to
AM, as is only 20 percent of that done by persons between 35 and 40 years-of-age. One in
three AM listeners is over 65.
This highly skewed age distribution is what
we mean when we refer to “the tyranny of the
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band.” This is a tyranny from which we cannot hope to escape. Not only is it hurting public radio’s AM stations, but through their own
programming strategies, it is attenuating listening to the FM at many dual licensees.
Today, the best programming strategy an AM/
FM licensee can adopt is to put its older-appealing programming on its AM station and
its younger-appealing programming on its FM.
This sorting of programming transcends the
traditional “talk/music” split. For instance, if
any type of current public radio programming
belongs on AM, it is opera. Opera’s listeners
are relatively old; most grew up listening to
opera on AM; and many older listeners are less
sensitive to the audible differences between the
AM and FM broadcast technologies. Similarly,
programs in which classical music is explained
also tend to appeal to much older listeners.
They too are well-suited for broadcast on AM.
As SRG’s AM Radio Listening concludes,
there is no hint of AM’s decline reversing or
even abating. AM radio as we know it today
will become the first electronic technology to
forfeit its status as a mass communication,
broadcast medium. Dual licensees with AMs
may want to consider the following.
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•

Accept the tyranny of the band and accordingly re-sort programming streams
by their age appeal rather than by the
outdated “talk/music” split.

•

Prepare managerially and financially
for AM’s continuing decline. Listening to the AM band will halve by the
turn of the century. Absent significant
increases in public radio AM subsidies,
there may come a day when it is less
expensive to turn off the AM than to
continue operating it.

•

Barter, buy, sell, swap or otherwise
exchange the AM for an FM license.
As shown on page 3, this is what
Minnesota Public Radio recently did in
the Minneapolis-St. Paul market, with
immediate and phenomenal audience
results.
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KNOW—A Case In Point
In February of this year, the FCC approved
MPR’s purchase of a commercial FM license
in Minneapolis-St. Paul. MPR moved its classical music service, KSJN-FM, to the new frequency. The “new” FM station on KSJN’s old
frequency shared the call letters and the programming of MPR’s AM service, KNOW.
Less than two months after putting KNOW’s
news and information service on FM, the new
KNOW-FM served more listeners than the old
KNOW-AM. At last count, the FM accounted
for the overwhelming majority of KNOW news
listening. Listeners clearly prefer FM.
After only four months, the audience to
KNOW’s news and information programming
is more than double last year’s levels. Indeed,
audience growth has tripled among younger
persons—those who use little if any AM. This
is a prime example of how AM depresses listening to public radio’s news and information
programming. Putting this service on FM has
essentially made it available to many listeners
for the first time.
KNOW’s phenomenal audience growth has not
come at the expense of MPR’s classical music
service, KSJN-FM. Listening to KSJN during
the first six months of 1991 remains at similar
levels to the first six months of 1990. (The
decline evident in the graphs is due to seasonal
variation in MPR stations’ use—highest listening in winter, lowest in summer.)
Twice the listening to KNOW and no decline
in KSJN’s audience add up to much more listening overall to MPR’s services in the Minneapolis-St. Paul market. The audience contribution of the AM station becomes less significant with each passing month. Dual FM
services are the key.
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